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Prof. Lord Bhikhu Parekh’s Address:

(Lord Parekh is a Professor of Political Philosophy
at the University of Westminster. He chaired the
Commission on the Future of multi-Ethnic Britain.)

Prof. Lord Parekh signing books after speech

Audience in UPF Headquarters
Lord Parekh laid out the context of the dialogue
between Muslims and the indigenous European
community by looking at the stages of immigration
and the resulting pressures these brought. He
saw a development from initial cultural demands
by Muslims for flexible working conditions to
respect religious practices, the pressures to
respect religious freedom and to limit freedom of
expression in the media criticism of religion. Since
2001, the response to terrorism by extremists from
within the Muslim community in the US, Europe
and elsewhere has impacted on relations between
Muslims and European nations. There have been
criticisms that Muslims in European nations are
loyal to the international Ummah (community of
believers) before their nations of residence.
From the Muslim perspective there is deep
anxiety regarding European society.
Many Muslims complain that the western world is
anxious to dominate the Muslim world. They see the
West setting one Muslim nation off against another
and attempting to use resources from the Muslim
world for their own benefit. A second complaint is
that the Western world has suppressed progressive
and democratic forces in every Muslim country with
which they have been involved. The third Muslim
complaint is that the West is interested in imposing
secularism on Muslim societies to undermine and
subvert muslim civilization.

To develop a better understanding through
dialogue:
1) Stop making certain mistakes: ‘don’t homogenise’
by believing that all European societies or that
all Muslims are the same. A community is
only capable to engage in dialogue with other
communities if there is a possibility for intracommunity dialogue.
2) Don’t privilege Muslim religious identity. Many
immigrants from Muslim countries defined
themselves by nation of origin rather than their
religion.
3) Despite 7/7 or Madrid Bombings, Muslims by and
large have been law abiding and well behaved.
Lord Parekh concluded that there was a need for
a sense of British identity that allows Muslims to
also feel comfortable as well as a European form of
Islam with which Europeans are comfortable.

Lord Parekh Receives an Ambassador for Peace Award
from Margaret Ali and Robin Marsh

Prof. Kenneth Minoque,
Emeritus Professor of the LSE, began
by stating: ‘Professor Parekh and
I are good friends but we almost
always disagree!’
He felt that like the Guns of Singapore
the arguments of Professor Parekh
seem to point the wrong way. I don’t
like ‘human rights’ – what did I do
before 1997 without human rights?
Global citizenship is a concept I
cannot agree with. Why are Muslims
here in the Christian Europe? It is
because they are here to improve
their economic position. While here
why should they seek to impose their
values on the rest of us?’
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Lord Parekh said if he could persuade
Prof. Minoque then a sizable group of
British society would also accept his
view.

Jonathan Fryer, the Chair of the Liberal International
British Group, expressed that he is more concerned with
developing European citizenship that is equally applicable
to Sikhs, Jews and Muslims as Christians. He rejects
totally the idea of Europe just being Christian. Citizenship
is for all those who are living here.
European nations respond differently to the same
challenge. The UK promotes a multi-cultural approach.
France emphasises assimilation. Spain’s approach is
termed ‘Condolencia’.
He is worried about alienation of some Muslims towards
the host community. He is even more worried about
the alienation felt by the host community towards the
development of the Muslim community.
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Zaituna Shah, the first female Fellow of Wolfson
College, Oxford University, commenting on the
effect of globalisation on the Muslim identity in
Europe in the 1990’s.
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